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     CHAPTER 9 

E-MAGAZINE: AL QAEDA’S INSPIRE 

 
Inspire appears only on the internet.  That is one of the ways this remarkable Al 

Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula magazine has accomplished a small revolution in terrorist 

media. Its run has lasted seven years, with fifteen issues.  Given the apparently 

inexhaustible capacity of the World Wide Web to store and re-circulate, the E-zine’s 

issues will thrive in cyberspace for many years to come—as a public discussion issue, 

and as a tool for terrorists.  New issues’ references back to past articles encourage this 

sense of a fulsome catalogue of tactics, procedures, and ideological advice.   

The colors and other production values of Inspire are striking, attractive to all 

readers: ethereal greens, mystical blues, bloody reds, etc.  Lay-out is well-organized and 

notably professional.  Initially there were virtually no errors or blunders in proofing.  

After a U.S. airstrike killed the two most celebrated editors—Anwar al Awlaki and Samir 

Khan1— errors in grammar or proofing increased—to perhaps one per page—but overall 

quality remains impressive.  Newer issues show fewer errors in English than the 

academic papers of some American undergraduates.   And if an issue appeared 

electronically scrambled—as one did in 2013—a reader might well blame his own printer, 

or an intervening intelligence service.      

Inspire appears in English, although after several years, issues also began 

appearing in Arabic.2  This emphasis parallels the clear intention of producers and 

editors: Inspire is for Westerners.  The language is idiomatic for Americans, clever, and 

laced with inside jokes,3 while also normally proper enough for readers who are more 

strict about English.  Usually running 60 to 70 pages, this E-journal can also be formatted 

at 90 or more, as with number 15 (May 2016).  Each issue carries original artwork—one 

of its advantages over Dabiq, the more severe, less creative e-magazine by the “Islamic 

State” (ISIS).  Every new periodical also brings long feature articles, color photos as well 

as black-and-white, snappy slogans, graphics, first-person accounts of life in the 

underground, and serious commentary on the theology of jihad.  There are “Q & A” 

sessions with notables where discussion may become sophisticated.  Interactivity with 

readers is indeed a central emphasis of the journal since its launch: frequent use of 

rhetorical questions; supplying “public keys” by which to make internet contact or submit 
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articles; requests for assistance in producing new issues; and devoting attention to readers’ 

views, as in the section with letters from readers called “Inspire Feedback.”  With the 

classic print issue of a picture periodical, or traditional newspaper, one might always 

write a letter of response, but one rarely did so, much less expect a serious response.  

Inspire does not only want reader approval, it wants to stir electronic “buzz” and bring 

immediate feedback, not to mention soldiers for Al Qaeda.    

Style, Snap, Sneers 

 Demonization of enemies is among the best-known strategies of propagandists, 

and Inspire offers its share.  But it may be mockery that is the special approach of this 

journal.  Editors understand that both cynicism and a healthier sense of humor may be 

found among the young Western audiences whose approval they want.  Doubtless the 

editors also are aware of the savagery and success of prose ridicule and political 

cartooning in the last few centuries in the West.  The mass-murders at the headquarters of 

the French satirical paper “Charlie Hebdo” were one expression of the utter seriousness 

Al Qaeda has about humor (the Islamic State also had terrorists in that attack).  More 

usual and less lethal is the Inspire approach of ridicule, by which Al Qaeda chooses 

leading lights of the day for sustained campaigns of invective—an attrition strategy to 

reduce their power and make them vulnerable.      

 After issue 2 (Fall 2010) highlighted the guerilla war campaign on the ground in 

Yemen, issue 3 that November ran a full-page poster of a perplexed looking Yemeni 

leader, and a two-line script: “What can President Ali Abdullah Saleh do about his failed 

state?  Yeah, keep scratching your head.”  By early 2012 Saleh had been forced to hand 

over all power.  For issue 5 (Spring 2011), in an attempt to catch up with Middle East 

events, the cover story was “The Tsunami of Change,” and one of its targets was Libyan 

leader Moammar Qaddafi.  The journal mocked him for preening like a rock star, and 

called him an apostate—a death sentence.  The headline cut deeply: “the clown of the 

tawaghit” (the latter being idolaters, or oppressive rulers who change the laws of Allah).  

A dozen quotations from the Colonel tumbled across the page, suggestive of incoherence, 

asininity, and paranoia in the Libyan who had held power since 1969.4  He had seemed 

too big to fall, but he was to fall.  Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak had fallen.  The magazine long 

ago began its work against Bashar al Asad, the once-respectable son, now infamous 

successor, to the past dictator of Syria.  An issue announcing the fall of the Yemeni 

President cat-called: “Guess who’s joining the party next?”  Inspire tries to kill with the 

pen when it cannot reach enemies with the sword.5  

Along with such attacks on the near-by enemies, Inspire has been pursuing others 

afar.  President Barak Obama was slapped with a racist sneer about the difference in 

American slave history between the “field negro” and the “house negro;” his color 

picture in a suit perches above the latter appellation (issue 10, Spring 2013).  Lighter 

mockery came amidst deft prodding about the expenses and worries of world-wide air 

cargo security, in the wake of Al Qaeda’s package bomb attempts on US-owned air cargo 

lines including United Parcel Service.  A photo showed the president’s face unusually 

scrunched up, as if in deep self-doubt, while the subscript read “Lemme guess, you’re 

UPS’d?”  Issue 13 (Winter 2014) went after Obama again: there is a fine photograph of 

the President in a crisp dark suit; to the side, however, in small lettering are two 
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couplings from the “Humpty Dumpty” rhyme about a fall off the wall.  The magazine 

also does sophomoric taunts and boys’ slingshots.  When Rep. Anthony Weiner shamed 

himself by “sexting” and lost his seat in the U.S. House, issue 6 (Summer 2011) depicted 

him as overtaxed, quoted him complaining about all the puns made on his name, and 

labeled him “An angry Weiner head.” Below this combination of cultural war and humor, 

the fine print read “This ad is brought to you by A Cold Diss.”  That small label also 

appeared in issue 9 (Winter 2012) below a page on “Stinking Rottenyahu!,” in which 

wordplay centered upon that as an Arabic translation for the Israeli Prime Minister’s last 

name.   

 Adept and surprising use of Western opinion-makers’ quotations is another 

feature of the snappy style of the journal.  Every issue offers more-or-less-well-known 

commentators: hard-line conservatives; anti-terrorist scholars, academics, neutral writers, 

TV commentators, etc.  In a typical 2016 issue, there were comments on Al Qaeda by 

Americans including several journalists (one print; one television); a former director of 

the US Transportation Security Administration; and two political conservatives:  Peter 

Brookes of The Heritage Foundation, and Thomas Joscelyn of the Foundation for 

Defense of Democracies.6  The model is commonplace in American periodicals, but there 

can be odd, affecting, secondary feeling with the realization that this is all presented by a 

terrorist magazine based in Yemen.  Readers see frank characterizations of the trajectory 

of Al Qaeda by expert opponents: Peter Bergen, Brian Michael Jenkins, Bruce Riedel, 

Michael Scheuer.  Left-of-center critics of Western governments such as Noam Chomsky 

and Philip Rees appear too.7  Mixed in are quotable senior Al Qaeda leaders.  Everyone 

gets his quip.  The results are impossible to blend, or summarize, but they intrigue and 

they excite curiosity.  The murderers, from their tiny hunted sub-culture, are flaunting 

openness, aping “diversity,” and exchanging views.  The magazine calls such forums 

“Jihad Talk,” “Inspire Reactions” “Inspire Feedback,” “Hear the World,” or “Inspire 

Responses.”   

 Notably, Inspire features occasional poetry.  About half the issues—including the 

May 2016 number—include poetry.  It is always by Al Qaeda partisans; it can be 

awkward in ways that might be explained by translation troubles; on occasion it is awful 

literary work.  But the use of this medium, often enhanced by color art or special 

photography or graphics, is one more way in which the magazine entertains, and upsets 

expectations about dogmatism.8  ISIS recently followed along, releasing a Mandarin-

language chant expressing ideas about jihad as one of its appeals to Uighur Muslims 

inside China,9 but it has not been printing poetry in Dabiq magazine aimed at English 

speakers.  Al Qaeda’s magazine has often done so.      

 In issue 3 of Inspire (Nov. 2010), poetry offers an elaborate and strange salute to 

the Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula air cargo bombers who failed.  A page is 

dominated by five couplings, including these, superimposed over an artsy photo of an 

airliner: 

Shooting high for the skies, 

Is greater than living a life of lies 

 

Israel’s massacres empowers our efforts,10 
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America’s crimes unshackle our creativity 

 

Every frame has its Achilles heel, 

No matter how strong one feels.  

      

Content and Arguments  

 

 Three dimensions of the substance or content of the journal now deserve a closer 

look, for it is indeed a serious enterprise in thought and argument. If content were the 

gauge, then first are the strategies and tactics explained in Inspire, a magazine highly 

didactic and insistent upon given approaches to violence.  Second are the politics of 

Inspire, including aspects of geopolitics, named theaters of conflict, political warfare, and 

the establishment of policy—the ends to which the organization is seeking, the ends to 

which strategies properly tend.  A third emphasis judged by sheer volume—yet clearly of 

supreme importance—is religion. Modern Salafist terrorists disdain the conceptual wedge 

that Westerners often drive between politics and religion; instead they presume that 

politics and religion should be wed, and they struggle for union.  Consider the relish for 

correcting or killing “apostates” who drift away from “proper Islam;” this drumbeat in 

the magazine and other Al Qaeda organs against apostasy reveals the impressive unity in 

the Al Qaeda enterprise: religion informs politics, which wars upon named enemies, 

using strategies and tactics such as guerrilla war and terror. 

 

 Religious articles in Inspire are devoted to apostasy, jihad, the charity tax zakat, 

respected Moslem authorities, the Koran, and to the first followers of Mohammad (from 

whom we derive the term “Salafists”).  Social media and internet use studies have 

established how curious and willing to study many users are; this journal approaches such 

serious people by offering serious material.  An example is the magazine’s in-depth 

coverage of an important religion conference convened in Turkey in April 2010, a 

conference most of the West ignored.  This international summit of legitimate Muslim 

clerics yielded a potent document called “The New Mardin Declaration,” and its fruits 

included powerful denunciations of terrorism done in the name of the Koran.  Here was a 

real news story, for an era of global terrorism.  Most propaganda organs would have let 

the anti-terrorist initiative by Moslem religious leaders slide by into obscurity, hoping 

few would notice.  Instead, Inspire took it on, in Fall 2010 with editor and terrorism 

apostle Anwar al-Awlaki attempting a detailed and fascinating point-by-point rebuttal of 

the mainstream clerics’ text.  Even a reader with strong antipathies to the “line” of Inspire 

could learn here, if only about the existence of the Mardin Declaration and the ways it 

matters.  Students of rhetoric and debate could study the arguments and find their 

weaknesses. This eight-page essay by An Awlaki holds to a higher standard, 

distinguishing Inspire at its best moments from the merely mendacious.  

 

 Another religious dimension of the journal—the making of martyrs—became 

more pronounced in issues after the May 2011 death of Osama bin Laden.  Editors faced 

the challenge of how to protect the morale of the movement in a war with a coalition 

expert at targeting high-profile Al Qaeda leaders.  Bin Laden’s expiration at the hands of 

American special forces in Abbottabad, Pakistan, engendered a cover photograph of the 
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Al Qaeda founder looking sad, romantic, and charismatic. Issue 6 (Summer 2011) was 

headlined “Sadness, Contentment & Aspiration,” and it had many deaths to report—not 

just the leader’s.  Art and photography featured death-mask like visages, or action shots 

of earlier moments in battle, or other evocative and happy scenes from camp life for men 

of Al Qaeda who perished.  A long essay, sourced to the “Al Qaeda Organization,” is 

passionate and articulate about Bin Laden as the leader who “took the Book firmly with 

strength and sold this life for the next . . .”11  His death at American hands is no shame: 

“Do chivalrous men and heroes die in situations other than battles?” Others will walk the 

path he pointed out so well: “Shaykh Usama did not build this organization to die with 

his death.” A Koranic quotation follows: “Their intention is to extinguish Allah’s light 

(by blowing) with their mouths; but Allah will complete (the revelation of) his light, even 

though the disbelievers may detest (it).”12 There is a gorgeous graphic in green and silver 

and white skies, with a celestial staircase leading up to a door filled with white light.  

Within the full page of artwork is a quotation from the Prophet Mohammed (and the Al 

Qaeda logo): “. . . I wish I could fight in the cause of Allah and then be killed and then 

fight and then be killed and then fight and then be killed.”13  The page is a little 

masterpiece of propaganda, both visual and religious. 

 Beatific smiles and white-lightened photographs and different forms of haloes 

abound in this portrait gallery of men living or dead. Iconography is intended by the 

graphic artists; religious purpose is explained and justified by the writers.  Theologians 

appear wearing a Kalashnikov or seen in a desert camp; young fighters with perhaps little 

schooling appear in such situations or near battlefields showing the Koran, or reciting its 

passages, or making pietistic gestures—such as the single right index finger pointed 

upward. 14  

 An element of the magazine’s ideological campaigns that is both important but 

subdued is its limited coverage of the divide between Shia and Sunni religions.  The 

minority in the Islamic faith (Shia) are not ignored by the militants who claim to 

represent the majority (Sunni), but Al Qaeda Central leaders have usually declined to 

elaborate on these divisions.  One senses that Shia are disliked but not barred from 

individual conversion to the “true religion.”  Osama bin Laden’s many speeches and 

tapes are almost silent as to the challenge Shia theology poses to Sunni fundamentalism.  

His successor Ayman al Zawahiri published “General Guidelines for Jihad” in 2013 that 

discourage fighting “deviant” Muslim sects such as the Shia.15  And this is consistent 

with his authorship of an earlier corrective letter to the mayhem-seeking Iraqi terrorist 

Abu Musab al Zarqawi, whose butcheries forecast that group’s re-emergence as the 

Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (and now simply “Islamic State”).  Abu Bakr al- 

Baghdadi (and when alive, spokesman Abu Mohammad al Adnani) might rave and spit in 

public against “deviant” Muslim faiths;16 they send their “soldiers” to place explosive 

charges at Shia graves, mosques, and shrines, including UN-protected monuments one to 

two millennia old.  But theirs is a politically-dangerous strategy, not one Al Qaeda 

follows openly.    

Al Qaeda Central, and the AQAP magazine Inspire, also despise the Shia but are 

both more reserved.  Many issues give only passing pejorative references to Shia and say 

nothing of their doctrinal differences with Sunnis.  With Iranian-backed Shia (Houthi) 
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and Hezbollah guerrillas fighting Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula in Yemen, full 

silence would be surprising, however.  Issue 4 (Winter 2010) gave over a page to 

“Rafidha Focus”—rafidha meaning “those who refuse the truth,” a slur on Shia.  The 

page explains how the Al Qaeda war is with three sides of a triangle: the Zionist-

Crusader alliance; apostate regimes (meaning to their critics most current Arab states and 

most current Muslim governments); and Shia.  Paragraphs denounced the Houthi in 

Yemen as infected with a foreign (Shia) doctrine by Iran.  Lines boasted of Al Qaeda’s 

success in killing Badr al Deen al Huthi, “founder of the Houthi movement,” and 

inflicting scores of further casualties.  The article promised that fatwas would be issued to 

clarify why killing such Shia and taking their wealth is righteous.  A second example of 

the more bold statements of AQAP on the delicate subject of Shia Islam (Ismailis, etc.) 

comes in the same issue, in a treatise on “targeting” civilians and enemy soldiers in 

Yemen:  

We target the soldiers because they are the ones who are protecting the deviant 

sect of Ismailis [an ancient word for Shia] who worship a god other than Allah 

and participate in rituals of disbelief.  We target them because they are standing 

with the crusaders in their occupation of Muslim land.... We target them because 

they are the ones standing against the establishment of khilafah [the new 

caliphate].17 

Issue 7 (Fall 2011) also took up this Shia question but via denunciations of the 

Shia-ruled state of Iran.  That number focused on the ten-year anniversary of the 9-11 

attacks,18 including a feature story on “Iran and the Conspiracy Theories.”  The author 

shows extreme irritation over Iranian officials’ indications that Mossad or some other 

entity was behind 9/11; Al Qaeda wants full credit, and dismisses then-President 

Ahmadinejad’s limited claim as “a ridiculous belief that stands in the face of all logic and 

evidence.” This critique of the Iranian official is correct, and one hopes it may undermine 

other absurd myths about 9/11 that occasionally still circulate in the American web 

world.19  The real mystery about Iran and Al Qaeda Central is the limited number of 

important personnel (and Bin Laden relations) who were hidden there since late 2001. It 

is unclear under what conditions some may still reside in Iran, and it is mysterious to see 

one or more exit the country on occasion.  

Were there to be a new Sunni (or Al Qaeda) caliphate, where would Shia stand?  

In grave disrepute, and in need of emigration papers, one might think.  So while anti-Shia 

propaganda is powerful it may be in fact too explosive, for now.  Advocates of Sunni 

militancy in Al Qaeda prudently sense that they should leave this issue for later, after 

victory perhaps.     

Political Dimensions of the Ideology 

 The politics of Inspire start with a strong sense of “a war of civilizations” and an 

accompanying attention to geopolitics.  Each issue offers a mix of criticism of the West 

for its systems of laws, its libertine culture of bars and clubs, and its alleged godlessness; 

this follows milestones in the argumentative path laid down by Sayyid Qutb and yet-

angrier Sunni militants of the 20th century.  But Inspire is also offering a solution: a new 

caliphate.  When the journal commenced publishing in 2010, few readers of Inspire or 
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other radical publications attended to this theme; some observers had difficulty 

recognizing such an anachronistic political construct; certain of the experts in Middle 

Eastern studies pointedly declined to take such a policy objective seriously.  Osama bin 

Laden was himself reserved about speaking of a new caliphate—that is, a transnational 

political regime to be governed under Sharia law and echoing those of the past (the last 

one expired only in 1924).  Apparently, Bin Laden never said he would be the new 

caliph.20  But he and his deputy Ayman al Zawahiri did speak of, and write of, a new 

caliphate—and that explicit policy end of the political and military and terrorist struggle 

has guided the two senior leaders of Al Qaeda.21  So while some in the Sunni extremist 

world were overt about their ultimate policy end, they went little-noticed in the West.  

Most observers were surprised in September 2014 when Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al 

Baghdadi dared to pronounce himself the new caliph of a new state arising amidst 

wreckage of Iraq and Syria.  ISIS thus trumped Al Qaeda, which does not recognize the 

“Islamic State” as a true caliphate.  Both organizations are still aiming today at a similar 

political purpose.  

 In geopolitics, Al Qaeda has been more vocal about, and has advanced its 

internationalist revolutionary purposes by writing derisively of, the present borders in the 

Middle East as a creation of imperialist outsiders.  This is a strong suit, and an opinion 

the terrorists are lucky to share with some mainstream academics and commentators.  Bin 

Laden speeches and issues of Inspire have pilloried the Sykes-Picot Treaty by which 

French and British diplomats imposed several Middle Eastern borders in the wake of 

World War One.  Parallel to such critiques is the Al Qaeda assault upon the United 

Nations. This line of argument was a muscular feature of Bin Laden’s approach, although 

successor Al Zawahiri and AQAP’s Inspire echo his argument less than one might expect.  

World public opinion remains largely unaware of their critique and of the linkage 

between Al Qaeda’s denunciations of the international system, for which the UN is both a 

symbol and a power-broker, and Al Qaeda’s ferocious attacks on UN buildings in Algeria, 

Afghanistan, and Iraq. The United Nations is seen by extremists as a kind of formalistic 

structure that hobbles useful change and promotes flabby principles such as “individual 

human rights” at the expense of vigorous Salafist ideas about “the ummah” and the new 

caliphate, which must and will rule the Moslem community world-wide.22  What will be 

the size and extent of such a new transnational formality?  Terrorist theoreticians 

sometimes post maps on their web sites, with giant swaths of territory inked in black and 

labeled, “Khorosan” for much of Afghanistan/Pakistan, “al Sham” for Syria, and so on.  

Their ambition is clearly shaped by history books showing just how far Islam had spread 

before and during the Middle Ages: large parts of Spain, and even to French borders; 

lands of the Austro-Hungarian Empire; all of the north of Africa; swaths of southern Asia 

that today are Malaysia and Indonesia and Mindanao (in the Philippines).  In issue 6, 

AQAP and Inspire envision a magnificent reach of Islamist power from eastern China all 

the way to southern Spain.      

 Given the politics of conquest en route to the new caliphate, coverage of the 

ground fighting has been at the center of this magazine.  Such fighting for the future is 

naturally episodic and sometimes even negative in results, but Inspire has tried to post 

upbeat coverage from multiple theaters. The most important of these is Yemen, for which 

there are several arguments.  Bin Laden loved the place as clean and pure.  His father was 
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a native, who later emigrated to Saudi Arabia.  Islam reigns in the hearts of Yemenis, 

even if many temporal rulers disappoint, or blunder about in apostasy.  Al Qaeda has 

helped start, and then helped foster, the ongoing open guerrilla warfare in Yemen.  Issue 

1 of Inspire offered several profiles of the land and its “jihadi” leaders, as well as a 

“Message to the People of Yemen” from Ayman al Zawahiri.  Issue 2 (Fall 2010) carried 

on the reportage with a cover on ”Photos from the Operations of Abyan.”  Issue 4 

(Winter 2010) proffered an article by “Abu Zakaria al-Eritri” on “The Jihad in Abyan.” 

Photo art supports such articles: someone paging through issue 5 (Spring 2011) could feel 

he was making a path through thick foliage and suddenly staring into the eyes of a 

masked rifleman, fully frontal; the words below read: “Abyan, Yemen: In Search for 

Martyrdom” and “A Come to Jihad Production.” Issue 9 (Winter 2012) updated the 

fighting for Abyan province.  The magazine favors a venerable old saying that “An army 

of 12,000 will come out of Aden-Abyan. They will give victory to Allah and his 

messenger.”23  In such ways Inspire helps speak for Al Qaeda Central but does not 

abandon its regional focus.    

Such articles doubtless caused a few curious Western readers to scramble for the 

Internet or an atlas to locate a named southern province in distant Yemen. And in military 

terms there was something seemingly naïve about this ground campaign, initially; few 

imagined that the low-quality battle photos in these pages meant the end of any regime.  

But guerrilla war is insidious, and draining for government.  Even defeat of guerrillas 

sometimes amounts to little, for the state.  The AQAP and rebel campaigns gathered force, 

and Iran intruded, and for those reasons and others President Saleh departed the country.  

Suddenly the Al Qaeda men looked like lion killers; they had a victory, however murky, 

over a state—their first since helping Taliban conquer most of Afghanistan in the latter 

1990s.  Thus the Yemen fight is both worthy on its own terms and exemplary of the Al 

Qaeda project of overturning the world state system.  Al Qaeda aspires as revolutionary 

power, not just revisionist power.  

Advice on Strategies & Tactics 

 After the Yemeni and Saudi branches merged in 2009 to become Al Qaeda in the 

Arabian Peninsula, they have pursued a comprehensible strategy—of three parts.  The 

first is a media campaign.  The weapons include Inspire, other foreign language 

publications, video work, audiotapes, etc.  These are so important as lines of effort that 

one joke has it that Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula is “a media organization with a 

terrorist wing.”24  Advancing compelling arguments in the cause of truth-according-to-

Al-Qaeda is part of this.  So is killing and threatening enemy media personalities and 

political leaders who oppose the terrorists’ ideological offensive.25  And so is exhortation 

to outsiders to become insiders by helping Al-Malahem Media, by providing graphics, 

offering translations, etc.26  The second tenet of AQAP strategy is guerrilla war on certain 

favorable grounds, described in the magazine as “Open Front Warfare.” Thus the battles 

in Yemen: one day a real liberated zone may be possible there, and after that, if dreams 

are permitted, and other Al Qaeda units elsewhere do their own hard work, a new caliph 

might rule from Yemen or elsewhere.  A third and decisive part of the strategy is very 

different.  It lacks local emphasis, commitment to occupy ground, or positional warfare 

tactics.  This is the strategy of international terrorism.  Yemen is a good base for such 
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transnational political crime.  If the group imagined operating from a Yemeni haven 

without paying for it, that hope was overturned by outside powers, starting with US 

drones and continuing with forces deployed by Iran and Saudi Arabia.  Nonetheless the 

Al Qaeda campaign continues, and international terrorism is an AQAP specialty.  It does 

not devolve predictably into assassinations, or tiny skirmishes. In its largest sense, this 

campaign aims to cause psychological unbalance among the enemies, and thus paralysis.  

It is consistent with the ancient Chinese doctrine laid down by Sun Tzu in The Art of War, 

for its emphasis on creating shock and confusion. Terms such as “paralysis” and “fear” 

and “terror” permeate pages of Inspire.  One cover story is called simply “Shattered.” 

Yet in fifteen issues Inspire has never mentioned Sun Tzu, who in his time 

expressed opposition to a strategy that today is central for Al Qaeda: protracted war.  

Osama bin Laden and Al Zawahiri have been steady proponents of a global war of 

attrition.  This has both military and economic aspects, and both are mentioned in Dr. Al 

Zawahiri’s separately-published “General Guidelines for Jihad,” where he declares that 

“the purpose of targeting America is to exhaust her and bleed her to death…”27 Al 

Qaeda’s larger hopes are on a sort of economic anemia, economic attrition.  That side of 

terrorism, which aims to drain an enemy’s financial blood, was once familiar, due to the 

practices and literature of communism up through the 1960s and 1970s.  Our attention to 

this strategy faded with those perpetrators and with time so that by the late 1980s, authors, 

analysts, and publications by terrorists themselves tended to emphasize only political and 

psychological elements.28  And then they began thinking of religious causes of violence 

in the early and mid-1990s.  Ironically it was the rise of the new religious terrorism on the 

fringes of Islam and early fatwas by Al Qaeda that announced the return of economic 

warfare.29  The fatwa of February 1998 (signed by Ayman Al Zawahiri as well as Bin 

Laden and others) announced violence against the property and lives of Americans 

wherever they can be found.  Bin Laden’s speeches elaborated: his most powerful enemy 

is great due to economic hegemony; wear that down and it will eventually pull the US 

down with it; then in weakness Washington will cease supporting Israel and meddling in 

Middle Eastern wars.  The strike at New York City in September 2001 was perhaps more 

economic than political.  Bin Laden crowed most about the economic losses in what he 

assumed was a private conversation of that September; then he wrote several times about 

the economic damage he had done.    

Issue 3 (Nov. 2010) offers views, admittedly shallow, of the science and art of 

attrition via economic warfare.  Inspire captures the idea on its cover, called simply 

“$4,200.” Operation Hemorrhage placed package bombs in two commercial airfreight 

transports—planes are depicted in the art supporting the text.  Archetypal invocations are 

included: “Praise be to Allah who said: We will cast terror into the hearts of those who 

disbelieve [3:151].” The story describes the hopes to down two planes and cause ripples 

of a global economic sort, yielding new obsessions with air cargo dangers that would lead 

to new wastage of western wealth.  The first part of the plot failed, but the second did not.  

This “Special Issue” is shorter than normal at 23 pages and thin on text as against photos, 

because it was rushed out to do something typical of both terrorists and guerrilla warriors: 

boast—even after a publicized failure.  In terrorist narrative, any big event might become 

some form of victory,30 and a defeat is but a thing in need of “rebranding.”  After 

cooperating states’ intelligence disclosed the presence of the intricate package bombs, 
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both found before they could explode, Inspire pointed to the sudden world expenditure of 

public and commercial funds for security.  Militant editors sacrificed operational security 

in a bid for credibility and prospective copycats: the issue has a revealing series of photos 

and text about how the bombs were made, clearly in hope of making it feasible for other 

bomb-makers.  A “shaykh” is whistled up to discuss in print “the humiliation of the 

coalition of enemies” who had been targeted.  Claims are made about recent air disasters 

Al Qaeda had accomplished—including a Sept. 3, 2010 “blowup” of a UPS cargo plane 

leaving Dubai International Airport—which UAE authorities attribute to a fire from 

lithium batteries, not a bomb or missile.    

Economic sabotage as a strategy and Inspire’s publicization of it bring us 

inevitably to US citizen Anwar al Awlaki, the foremost of its editors.  The scholar and 

preacher lived in North Carolina and the Washington, D. C. area before moving under 

pressure31 to Yemen, where he had relatives.  No mere copy editor, Al Awlaki 

contributed directly to Al Qaeda’s economic warfare theory.  Issue 4 (Winter 2010) gave 

al Awlaki space for two articles, including the cover story “The Ruling on Dispossessing 

the Disbelievers’ Wealth in Dar al-Harb.” Six dense pages of text, reflective of the 

terrorist’s earlier years of preaching in mosques, explore the righteousness of taking from 

infidels, which can be seen as an improvement upon mere destruction of property, and it 

is another dimension of classic economic war.  Al Awlaki explains Islamic rulings said to 

favor such confiscation by his mujahideen or “holy warriors,” tracing out moral and 

Sunni-religious arguments. Despite the deaths of an Awlaki and bin Laden in separate 

attacks, later editions of Inspire have returned frequently to dimensions of the economic 

war theme.  No. 14 (Summer 2015) deployed eight cameos of past operations above the 

text line: “These are the type of operations that will deplete America’s economy.”32  In 

issue 15 (May 2016), no less than three featured articles emphasize anti-Western 

“economic warfare” by Muslims.33 

When a list of the readings on “Bin Laden’s Bookshelf” was released in mid-2015, 

“economic war” thinking resurfaced again. The economy of France apparently held 

strong interest for Al Qaeda.  Books and articles in Bin Laden’s home covered the 18th 

century French economy, defense procurement as of 2009, French nuclear issues (the 

country has civilian reactors and military weapons), a list of the French shipping 

companies, and varied profiles on the current French economy.34 As the mass murders in 

Paris in January and November of 2015 reminded the world, France is loathed by self-

described “jihadis.”  The causes go as far back as the Crusades, not surprisingly; now 

neutral commentators and Inspire authors alike add: anger over secular social policies, 

e.g. a ban on headscarves for girls in public schools; continuing involvement in North 

Africa (war in Mali) despite having lost the French Maghreb empire by 1962;35 NATO 

membership; and military presence in the Middle East.  France was twice savagely 

attacked in Beirut in 1983, yet now contributes in Iraq/Syria against ISIS.  Al Qaeda sees 

war upon France as a war of civilizations.  Because a true military contest would be as 

unequal as it was in Mali in 2013,36 Al Qaeda’s intelligent answer comes in two forms: 

media challenges, and a major terrorism campaign, both in Paris and in North Africa 

where French contractors and aid workers are kidnapped for massive ransoms by the 

partner organization Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb.  Al Qaeda’s economic war 

strategy is likely to fail: all this terror and property damage has limited effects on the 
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French economy, or the American economy.  Yet it does force France and the US to 

hemorrhage funds for human security—in line with the argument of Inspire from initial 

issues (e.g. no. 3) in 2010.37  

Fall of 2011 inevitably called for a commemorative issue, ten years after 9/11.  

AQAP graphic arts again drew the eye to economic attrition, in a new and memorable 

cover.  Against a background of unusual shades of blue ink, the twin towers were “built” 

with horizontal rows of symbols. One is created in the 1010101010 lineage suggestive of 

computer codes.  The other tower is created with tiers of small dollar signs, $$$$$$$$$$; 

these build upward and even include a “spire” of ever-narrower rows of dollar signs. The 

issue’s title states a challenge:  “The Greatest Special Operation of All Time.”  Certainly 

9/11 was the cheapest in its ratio of expenditures over damage.  The magazine’s seventh 

issue is dedicated to: 

 . . . the great events of the expeditions of Washington DC and New York, as 

Shaykh Usama would call it, or simply 9/11... 

9/11 has left a prominent scar on the American psyche and will live long after in 

the hearts of every American. The pain, suffering and agony that Shaykh Usama 

brought to America is fair pay-back for the pain, suffering and agony that 

America has brought to the millions of Muslims around the world, in Palestine, in 

Iraq, in Afghanistan... 

9/ 11 was neither the beginning of the war between the Muslims and the West nor 

was it the end. It was merely an episode in a long, protracted war that started at 

the time of the Messenger of Allah. . .  

It is less such strategies than the tactics and threats of terrorism that draw the most 

attention from readers of Inspire.  The journal, in every issue, straightforwardly teaches 

black arts of sabotage, assassination, arson, and the sort of urban assault seen twice 

recently in Paris.  Already by its second year the E-zine was featuring “Part 3” of 

“Training with the AK,” as well as “Making Acetone Peroxide.”38  Such practical advice 

allows Muslim recruits to train at home for a mission at home, rather than risking 

dangerous travel abroad—a premise of operational security that AQAP and Inspire have 

made famous (and which ISIS has since copied).  Six full pages, well illustrated for the 

amateur, supply the chemical war advice of a “Dr. Khateer” said to have studied in 

Afghan camps; perhaps his is a pseudonym.  Home Depot, Sears, and Wall-Mart are 

reported to sell the ingredients necessary to make a hyper-powerful and unstable 

chemical explosive preferred by many “martyrdom bombers in Palestine . . . as the main 

charge for the explosion.” Special attention is given for any of the faithful brewing the 

mix in cold countries.  Inspire’s directions advertise a 12 step process that turns liquids 

into a bomb-ready mass of white crystals.”39 

  “Open Source Jihad” is the moniker editors assign to many such articles. One 

recent issue offers compelling doctored photography in which a hooded young man 

communes with his glowing computer screen in the dark.  A similar, romantic, and 

powerful “OSJ” advertisement shows a youngster kneeling in prayer just outside a black 

New York City skyline.  “Content analysis” of the statistical sorts social scientists may 
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pursue can seem less important than study of such winning images, revolutionary art 

aimed at the young, who are often visually-oriented and adventurous.  Inspire provides 

strong content and striking images.  Nearly all of the issues of Inspire offer formalized 

technical and tactical advice on “urban warfare” or “assassination” or “terrorism” of other 

forms—right through issues of 2015 and 2016 with cover stories on “assassination.”  

These are tactical and methodical studies, or cover bomb recipes, lessons on using an 

automatic pistol or a submachine gun, and so on.  None can doubt the purpose, addressed 

elsewhere in each issue.   

Nor can any willing fanatic claim he cannot find targets: “Wanted” lists are 

posted in several issues.  The list in the first number, in mid-2010, feigned subtlety: 

names including those of novelist Salman Rushdie and Seattle cartoonist Molly Norris 

were displayed on a black page, just above an illuminated golden gun.40  A latter issue 

ran without any reservations, offering graphics featuring an “Old West” America look, an 

early 19th c. motif, but with photographs of living, anticipated victims. The infamously-

outspoken Christian preacher Terry Jones is depicted between a smoking pistol and a 

blood-spattered wall.  Two other such lists (issues 13 and 14) display two notable 

Americans’ pictures: Microsoft titan Bill Gates, and “Ben Shalom Bernanke” who 

chaired the Federal Reserve Board.  They are “American Economy High Profile 

Target[s].”41  The last issue of year 2015, entitled “Assassination Operations,” 

superimposes a picture of a dead man, Stephane Charbonnie (a Paris editor at Charlie 

Hebdo), over his picture on the “Wanted” poster of a previous issue.42  Inspire keeps 

score.  

A remarkable example of tactical advice (pursuant to the terrorism strategy) is the 

Al Qaeda exhortation to use the knife. This follows an old pattern in the history of 

terrorism: textbooks note Jewish Zealots who were “sicarii” or users of daggers, hidden 

beneath cloaks, for killing Romans in occupation. Two thousand years later, there in the 

Levant, Hamas (Sunni Islamist adherents) began anti-Israel campaign with killings with 

the knife.  It is cheap, easily obtained and easily hidden, and if the operative is stopped by 

authorities, possession of a knife may be explained by normal and pacific purposes.  Al 

Qaeda has loved the bladed weapon ever since “musclemen” used box cutters to take 

down 3 airliners.  That team readied themselves by regular gym work-outs, and their 

commander’s notes on how to proceed (“The Last Night”) can be read to invoke blood-

letting religious sacrifice, or at the same time fetishism about knives, in building 

expectation for the throat-slitting to come on 9/11/2001.  Inspire’s contribution to the 

myth is two-fold.  Art work often glorifies the knife; issue 6 gives a full page to a 

disturbing view.43  And text often covers incidents—famous or lesser-known, historical 

or fresh—in which blade-wielding terrorists succeed in murdering or maiming the 

unsuspecting.  Few normal people ever have the boldness to do such a thing, so two 

elements are always underscored in text by Inspire editors and authors: ease of arming 

one’s self, and ease of getting within range when, after all, almost any target will do in 

many “disbeliever” locales.  

The earliest datum in the editors’ list of grisly successes is a year 1800 case in the 

Middle East. The senior French general in occupied Egypt was knifed to death by a man 

born in Aleppo, assassin Suleiman Al-Halaby.  His act is detailed twice by this new 
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magazine.44  Newer assassination cases are lauded and detailed in Inspire.  A writer for 

the magazine named Muhammad al-Sana’ani saluted his heroine Roshonara Choudhry, a 

British woman jailed for a knife assault on a British M.P. who supported the ongoing 

coalition war in Iraq.  She is a follower “of a borderless loyalty,” a turn of phrase—twice 

rendered in the article—expressing the internationalism and the irrepressibility of this 

new Islamist crusade via individual action in Western lands.  It also captures the concept 

of loyalty to the faith, which Inspire regularly insists makes “jihad” a duty.  Here for the 

editors was an opportunity to mix ridicule and exhortation:  “A woman has shown to the 

ummah’s men the path of jihad! A woman my brothers!  Shame on all the men for sitting 

on their hands while one of our women has taken up the individual jihad! 45   

Other recent cases include the meat-cleaver murder of a British soldier walking in 

London.  Inspire in issue 11 (Spring 2013) devoted a full page of photo art to a blood-

dripping knife, and text calling on all to listen to the two killers, black Muslims and 

apparent British citizens identified as Adelbolajo and Adelbowale:   

We swear by Almighty Allah we will never stop fighting you…. Muslims are 

dying every day.  (Killing) this British soldier is an eye for an eye a tooth for a 

tooth.  We apologize that women had to see this today but in our lands, our 

women have to see the same.  You people will never be safe.  Remove your 

government.46 

Elsewhere the journal warmed to the way a New York City subway attacker used a 

hatchet to slay one policeman and send another to the hospital, and to the blade-wielders 

who are murdering teachers and cartoonists in Bangladesh, where the death tally in 

2015/2016 grew alarmingly.  The “header” for four pages in the May 2016 issue cries “O 

Knife Revolution, Head Towards America,” and the text declares “It is the duty of each 

Muslim to spread this revolt to the throats of Americans in their very own homes.”47  

Meanwhile, the long pattern of attacks on the unsuspecting with knives in the hands of 

hardened Islamist terrorists continues in Palestinian areas where guns are difficult to 

acquire.       

 Some non-Muslims become reluctant, disturbed, or even angry if asked to think 

about religion as the inspiration for many of today’s terrorist acts.  And some Muslims 

living in the west, or elsewhere, experience similar or stronger reactions.  But neither 

western ignorance nor Islamophobia can explain the patience, ideological predictability, 

and preachy qualities of the articles laid out in each issue of Inspire.  Comparatively, 

each number of ISIS’s Dabiq magazine is even more dense and argumentative, drenched 

with religious invocations and quotations called authoritative.  Inspire is a lighter sales 

job, perhaps aimed at a more diffident or curious reader.  Yet this web magazine never 

masks its deep purpose: advancing a militant Sunni faith.  Skeptics may reply that Inspire 

is using religion to advance its own position within the milieu of militant faiths.  That 

may be true, but it does not erase the earlier proposition.  To say that politics is in play 

does nothing to show a lack of faith among those fighters and writers who call 

themselves “The Faithful” and “The Holy Warriors.”  Those around this journal must be 

presumed to be seriously religious.  They offer up their own lives—many have given 

their lives—for this advocacy.  To rejoin that they twist the doctrines of Islam is to make 

a true but very limited point; we must also account for and understand the religio-political 
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purposes of the terrorists.  Study of bin Laden’s speeches and Al Zawahiri’s 2001 book 

Knights Under the Prophet’s Banner have been among the best ways to do this in earlier 

years; today, study of Inspire today is also a worthy and reliable guide.  This is the 

wedding of action, ideas, and words. 

Inspired to Action by Inspire  

 “Ideology” means the direct linkage of a set of ideas to action.  Central to Al 

Qaeda doctrine is the duty to conduct “jihad.”  Religious roots for this are always alleged, 

and Bin Laden was among the many in his organization to speak of an absolute 

requirement. This duty is deemed “individual” and present; there must be no waiting for 

more fatwas or pronouncements by officious authorities.  In this journal, attention is not 

given to a distinction many Moslems know well about the “greater” and “lesser” jihads, 

the former being one’s personal and internal struggle to overcome weaknesses or lack of 

faith.  That distinction—an essential in defensive-minded discussion by some Muslims 

caught in the vortex today—never appears in Inspire.  “Jihad” for Inspire is always 

invoked in terms of hostile action48—with a guerrilla army, with a terrorist cell, or in 

individual strokes of violence against Islam’s omnipresent enemies.  A stream of features 

in the magazine laud the strength and simplicity of the foot soldier in the field, the armed 

charismatic leader whose personality and faith are a model, or the distant group doing 

great things for the cause, such as Lashkar e- Tayyiba in south west Asia or Al Shabaab 

in the Horn of Africa.   

In its emphasis upon a personal welcoming of the clear and individual duty to 

make jihad, Inspire merges all the movement’s teachings and, less directly, all three of 

the aforementioned parts of AQAP strategy.  Some will “fight” via media to educate and 

exhort; Inspire profiles men in the field but also loves to write in the third person about 

its own intrepid editors and contributors. A second cohort will fight in well-chosen open 

guerrilla wars; such efforts are covered by the journal, give rise to print profiles of certain 

estimable gunmen, and of course spread the word of their acts and their faith as a form of 

“propaganda of the deed” and a recruitment tool. The third component of Al Qaeda’s 

world-wide strategy is terrorism.  Assaults are always ongoing and are to be 

accomplished by small cells or individuals, acting abroad or in their own countries.  The 

linkage is given in this quotation from an issue of late 2011: 

While America was focused on battling our mujahidin in the mountains of 

Afghanistan and the streets of Iraq, the jihadi media and its supporters were in 

fifth gear….  Something that was produced thousands of feet above in the 

mountains of Afghanistan was found distributed in the streets of London and 

California. Ideas that disseminated from the lips of the mujahidin’s leaders were 

carried out in Madrid and Times Square.49 

This is largely correct.  There are many undeniable connections visible between 

the hortatory magazine Inspire and terrorist attacks “in the belly of the beast” in America, 

routinely denounced as the center of enemy forces.  Early issues of the journal heaped 

praise on the action of 9-11 and provided tools for more and varied terror attacks; later 

issues suggested the lessons were hitting home and having effect; some issues glance 

backward and wax boastful about killings accomplished by those the journal inspired.  
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And, if it is permissible to broaden this narrative to encompass its best-known editor, and 

not just his published product, one may add other plots and murders linked by personal or 

readership contacts of Inspire editor Anwar al Awlaki.  He wrote about many actions; 

many more he helped to cause.   

This elongated list might be said to begin with 9/11 itself.  Khalid Sheik 

Mohammed directed that most celebrated of Al Qaeda Central operations, finishing off 

the World Trade Center attacked (in 1993) by his nephew Ramzi Youssef—much lauded 

for his pioneering role when Inspire began publishing later.  The ten-year anniversary in 

September 2011 was cause to celebrate “The Greatest Special Operation of All Time.”  

The magazine has never discussed the possibility—recommended by others—that cleric 

Al Awlaki spiritually influenced three of the infamous 19 hijackers. 50   

Arrested in 2006, Canadians of the “Toronto 18” who hoped to attack parliament 

and hack off the head of the Prime Minister were students of the An Awlaki text 

“Constants on the Path of Jihad.”   

In 2007, Albanian-Americans in New Jersey who developed an elaborate plot to 

attack Fort Dix had an enthusiastic discussion of the American-Yemeni preaching; 

shortly thereafter they were indicted and jailed.   

Fifty people were shot in the lone wolf attack at Fort Hood Texas in November 

2009.  U.S. Army major Nidal Hassan had worshipped in the Dar Al-Hijrah mosque near 

Washington, D.C.—where a few years before Al Awlaki had been imam.  The two men 

were in limited e-mail contact before the shooting, when Al Awlaki was living in Yemen.  

The radicalizer “replied” to the shooting of unarmed people by a blog that called the 

radicalized man a “hero” under a headline: “Nidal Hassan Did the Right Thing.”51  This 

was followed with praise in the very first issue of Inspire (Summer 2010).52  Further 

issues listed Hassan among its honorable “Muslim Prisoners” said to deserve freedom.53  

News appeared in issue 12 (Spring 2012), a quotation from the former Major in a fresh 

courtroom boast: “I am the shooter…We mujahideen are imperfect soldiers trying to 

establish a perfect religion in the Land of the Supreme God.”54   

Anwar Al Awlaki was directly involved with an airborne plot of late 2009. Umar 

al Faruq al Nigeri, or Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, was the son of a Nigerian diplomat (a 

gentleman who warned the US of the young adult’s disturbing aggressiveness).  The 

young Abdulmutallab girded himself with explosive-laden cloth, on his way to becoming 

known as “The Underwear Bomber,” for a flight into Detroit, aiming at murder of the 

289 fellow-passengers on the airliner over an American city.  His point of departure, and 

the origin of the bomb, were in Yemen, where he had been closely coached, and linked 

up with an expert Saudi bomb-maker55 for the necessary ordnance, by the cleric about to 

publish the first issue of Inspire.    

Three high school friends from Queens forged an Al Qaeda plot to blow up a New 

York City subway in 2009.  They had tried to join Taliban, been foiled, yet linked up 

with an Al Qaeda recruiter and trained in an Al Qaeda camp in the mountains of Pakistan.  

Zarein Ahmedzay told later in US court of radicalization via recordings of Anwar Al 
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Awlaki; he said they inspired his initial trip to S. W. Asia and his “covenant” with two 

comrades.56    

The May 2010 stabbing of Stephen Timms, British member of the House of 

Parliament, was conducted by a female collegian inflamed by Middle East conflict, 

especially the coalition war in Iraq.  “I’ve been listening to lectures by Anwar Al 

Awlaki…an Islamic scholar.  He lives in Yemen,” she explained to police hours after her 

attack.57  Tributes to this slasher began with a page in Inspire in issue 4 (Winter 2010), 

wherein an appeal “O Allah, Free the Muslim Prisoners” named “Sister Roshonara 

Choudhry” seventh among three dozen. The magazine also generously re-presented her 

case in later issues.    

In the same year, British court proceedings linked nine men, including ethnic 

Bangladeshis, to terrorist plots inspired by, and technically guided by, the AQAP 

journal’s initial issues.  The US embassy in London was among the targets as they went 

about, in the Fall of 2010, “researching, discussing, carrying out reconnaissance on, and 

agreeing [to] potential targets.”  Mathieu Guidere, monitoring radical web sites while 

teaching at the University of Geneva, concluded this case is “proof that the magazine 

works.”58  Al Qaeda’s 1998 fatwa had included a signatory from Bangladesh, and 

recently Ayman Al Zawahiri has several times emphasized his hopes for Bangladeshis to 

fight for his organization.  Few did.  But then a spate of attacks led authorities to make a 

mass of arrests in mid-June 2016.59    

Before Fort Hood Texas could recover from the waiting-room massacre by Maj. 

Hassan, another terrorist, Army private Jason Naser Abdo, traveled there in April 2014.  

He even went shopping in the same Killeen, Texas gun store that had served Nidal 

Hassan and made a bulk purchase of arms and ammunition but was quickly arrested.  In 

his vehicle were pages of the AQAP magazine, a pressure cooker, and other evidence that 

Inspire was his professional reading of choice.60  Perhaps because he showed little skill 

or intelligence, he has not been lionized in Inspire.  Only one short laud appeared, in 

issue 8 (Fall 2011) featuring “targeting populations of the countries that are at war with 

the Muslims.”61    

Dominican Republic-born Jose Pimentel, a New Yorker who became a 

naturalized American citizen and convert to Islam, once tried to communicate with 

Anwar Al Awlaki and was radicalized by that editor’s death at US hands.  Pimentel did 

not only “consume” the internet product of Al Awlaki and Inspire, he built his own web 

site on which he sometimes reprinted such materials.  Then he crafted multiple bombs of 

the sort detailed in Inspire and plotted to use them in lone wolf ways against military 

personnel returning from Afghanistan and Iraq, or against American police.  This 

campaign was to prove to public audiences that there “were mujahideen in the city to 

fight jihad here,” he told a confidant.  New York police and the state court blocked his 

effort.62  

Some of the hardest evidence of Inspire’s direct influences appeared at the Boston 

Marathon on April 15, 2013.  Two locals, the Tsarnaev brothers, continued the line of 

plots, which can be credited to this fiery little internet publication.  They also slavishly 

copied and succeeded with a published AQAP bomb recipe, setting two devices at the 
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race finish line. Their choices, including how they adhered shrapnel to the inner sides of 

pressure cookers, followed lessons in Inspire’s first issue on “How to Make a Bomb in 

the Kitchen of Your Mom.”  This connection was clarified when the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation found that the younger brother’s computer stored copies of Inspire.63  

Editors returned the favor several times with laudatory stories of “the men of marathon,” 

as in issue 14’s “The Battle of Boston.”  In lines most non-terrorists would find absurd, or 

obscene, the magazine attempted an elaborate parallel between the two killers who left 

bombs at a marathon with the famed messenger Phidipidis who in 490 B.C. ran from 

Marathon on the Greek coast to the ancient capital to bring news of the Greeks’ defeat of 

Persian invaders.64  Al Qaeda’s editors are normally too skilled to so utterly fail with a 

metaphor: the Tsarnaevs did not give their lives at a finish line; they murdered race 

observers at the finish line and fled the scene in a car.       

Many more incidents, attacks, and plots are linked to the personal influence of 

senior editor Anwar Al Awlaki.  The evidence for each case varies and may include e-

mail correspondence, personal contact, claim of credit, or the perpetrator’s possession of 

his publications or tapes.  This list of attackers inspired by the cleric or his magazine 

includes a blogger who hoped to fight in Somalia named Zachary Chesser.  There is 

Cherif Kouachi, one of the January 2015 Paris killers who stormed the Charlie Hebdo 

newspaper office: he announced that Sheikh Anwar al-Awlaki had personally financed 

his operation.  Days later, a pair of Pakistan-born citizens of the US were indicted in 

Florida, and charges included studying instructions in Inspire and hunting for bombing 

targets.65  It now appears that literally scores of terror acts of the last decade may now 

have some link to Al Awlaki or his E-magazine Inspire.   

That tally was seeping into public attention by November 2015 when came the 

mass-murders at an occupational therapy office party at San Bernardino, California.  

Since one of the conspirators survived, testimony emerged; the shooters and bomb-

makers had spent many hours reading and discussing Inspire magazine and its directions 

on making explosives. They also listened to Al Awlaki lectures, including a series on 

“The Hereafter,” and a series about one early hero of Islam known for conquests in the 

religion’s name.66  Issue 15 (May 2016) celebrated the link by quoting Washington Post 

reporter Greg Miller on how the brothers in Boston studied the chapters from the Al 

Qaeda playbook and “progressed from eager pupils to willing attackers.”67            

Conclusion: A Revolutionary Periodical  

By never responding to our videos, books, and other media productions, they 

[America] quickly lost the edge. By never opening the door of debate with us, we 

continue to rein [sic] supreme as the layers of bullet proof vests multiplied over 

our line of thought . . . there wasn’t anything remotely scholarly coming from 

America . . . We exhibit Islam and they exhibit man-made failure. This battle is 

going to continue until they find themselves powerless under our dominion.  

This passage from an intelligent article on media and terrorism by another past 

American editor of Inspire, Samir Khan, is consistent with the Bin Laden school’s 

principle that the “war of ideas” is real—a conflict as important as others on physical 

battlefields.  The Al Qaeda founder himself set the tone early by offering long serious 
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interviews to Middle-Eastern political observers, Arab-speaking press representatives, 

and western journalists John Miller and Peter Bergen. Perhaps bin Laden had learned 

from the failure of his 1996 fatwa; the next, in 1998, got strong press attention; thereafter, 

many a news release got even greater press.  Only on rare occasions was Bin Laden 

prodded by other “mujahedeen” for “seeking air time;” an almost-humble, low-key 

approach to these press sessions made clear his deep convictions, not to mention a 

willingness to give away his family money, and his life, for the revolutionary cause.  

The long-patient deputy, Dr. Ayman Al Zawahiri, is equally convinced, and even 

has some pretensions as a scholar, if no formal clerical training.  The sheer volume from 

this Al Qaeda leader has been staggering: videos, interviews, audiotapes, books including 

two editions of Knights Under the Prophet‘s Banner, etc.  Inspire reaches untold 

numbers and exposes them to at least some of Al Qaeda’s ideas and attitude through the 

pictures and words of Al Zawahiri—in Arabic, English, French, German, if not more 

tongues.  Al Qaeda “Central” and Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula are one in their 

belief in propaganda displaying clear ideas and high production values.   

Can Inspire survive?  The death of Bin Laden was dramatic, but it was then 

matched by the deaths—also by American agency—of the two Americans, the junior and 

the senior editor, Samir Khan and Anwar Al Awlaki respectively.  Some outsiders 

considered this pair to be the only editors.  But the magazine asserted otherwise, in an 

issue 9 (Winter 2012) editorial by Shaykh Ibrahim Al Rubaisha who probably sought to 

de-link the journal from the two names known in the west to have perished.  What he did 

not say, oddly enough, was that even in early issues there was another editor by the name 

or pseudonym Yahya Ibrahim.  This byline had often appeared, beneath previous articles, 

including a prominent “Letter from the Editor” in an issue released before missiles caught 

the two American editors.68  Mr. Ibrahim also appears to have penned an important mid- 

2011 salute to the passing of Bin Laden and his succession by “Shaykh Ayman”—Dr. Al 

Zawahiri.69  This man—or pseudonym—Yahya Ibrahim would feature often in 

subsequent issues, and the cover notes and short essays in Inspire under his name or pen 

name merit re-analysis.  He signed the “Editor’s Letter” opening issue 15 in May of 2016.  

His name is one of the important ambiguities of the publishing underground.     

Perhaps there is no Yahya Ibrahim.  Perhaps he was, but died.  Another editor, 

facile with English and computers, may well step forward.  This is a violent Islamist era 

of foreign volunteers and highly-educated terrorists.  It is probably also a time when 

discrete Saudi women, from their homes and personal computers, quietly contribute 

design ideas, photo art and such to Al Qaeda’s media empire.70  If “editorial attrition” is 

any strategy for anti-Al Qaeda forces, then the coalition finds itself in the same place as it 

does with killing operations chiefs: attrition can and should be done, but always with the 

understanding that others may step forward.    

Inspire is a revolutionary medium, and it is an archetype of 21st century 

interactive media.  Like all early issues of Inspire, the seventh (Fall 2011) ends with a 

major advertisement on “How to Communicate with Us.”  And there is more: an 

advertisement on how to contribute to the magazine, “be it in writing, research, editing, 

or advice.”  Multiple e-mail addresses are offered, and also anonymity, presumably. 

Attention is drawn to technical details of the web operation. And the logo appears again, 
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for Al Malahem Media; the mysterious unit is a kind of Yemeni subset of “The Cloud,” 

the well-chosen name for Al Qaeda Central’s media productions. These invocations for 

active support are not unlike those readers see on “Wikipedia” for help compiling articles.  

The request for contacts, and the appeal for direct assistance in making the magazine, are 

hallmarks of the modernity of the Inspire approach to public relations.  The journal 

appears successful in its efforts to win influence, gain converts, promote activism, and 

foster “direct action” such as terrorism. 

Metrics for readership are unavailable; the magazine itself does not publish such 

figures; and no one markets hard copies of this Internet phenomenon.  But much is 

known about its reach into the West—the primary audience.  One sure measure is the 

growing list of hard cases in which law enforcement agencies are confronted by 

individuals who are stirred into action by Inspire.  Appealing to the brain and to the 

craftsman’s eye and hand, the magazine’s influence can be causal, merely a proximate 

cause, or some of both.  Another metric, perhaps too amorphous and literary, is the tally 

one garners by reading each issue’s catalogue of declamations and plaudits from Western 

public spokesmen. There is some boldness, and much more irony, in the ways that 

readers’ comments are folded into the gauzy tissue of this magazine’s web presence. Yet 

another metric is reference to Inspire in deeply serious governing circles.  Inspire devoted 

fully five pages to an 18 September 2013 hearing before Rep. Peter King’s House 

Subcommittee on Counterterrorism and Intelligence called “Understanding the Threat to 

the Homeland from AQAP.”  Highlighted in a graphic in the next Inspire was the number 

of times the magazine was mentioned in the hearing: 12.   

Unquestionably, Inspire has been a leader in the ongoing revolution in interactive 

communications and its links to 21st century terrorism.       
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Endnotes 

 
1 Anwar al Awlaki had a partner and deputy, also American, Samir Khan, killed in the same drone strike of 

Oct. 1,  2011.  Khan was talented and initiated his own magazine before teaming up in Yemen with al 

Awlaki on Inspire.  He penned essays including “Palestine: Betrayal of Human Conscience,” (issue 12, 

Spring 2014), printed long after his death, and the compelling “The Media Conflict” (issue 7, Fall 2001).  

The essay on media makes use of noted British spokesmen, including former Prime Minister Tony Blair, 

who says he has learned over ten years of the vast importance of “jihadi” ideology and the West’s failure to 

destroy it: “. . .the narrative that they have, the story about Islam and its relations with the West, and the 

role of religion in society; that narrative has far greater reach and scope than we thought” (9).  Then Khan’s 

work gives a nod to the American CIA veteran Michael Scheuer for his agreement: “[Al Qaeda’s] 

propaganda beats us to hell every time, every time. We’re not even in the same league with them” (11). 

Khan was taught, and then taught others, that “the media work is half the jihad.” In the words of an 

unnamed colleague in his native America: “ . . .a brother intervened and confirmed, ‘A powerful media 

production is as hard hitting as an operation in America.’ This counsel drew Khan deeply into a thrilling 

circle; for the first time, “my mind opened up to the comprehensiveness of the media jihad highlighting its 

serious authority and impact upon the world” (p. 9).  
2 The first issue appeared in July of 2010.  A later number carried words of appreciation for the translator of 

issue 1 into Arabic.  
3 Examples of direct, informal appeals to American readers include use of quotations from Malcolm X, the 

Sunni militant U.S. citizen who for a time served at senior levels of The Nation of Islam of Louis Farrakhan.  

Issue 5 of Inspire used the Malcolm X word “bamboozled”—a reference to the trickery of the political and 

racial establishment.  Issue 10 (29) has another Malcolm X line.    
4 Inspire savaged Qaddafi.  Issue 5 (Spring 2011) repeatedly used the word “clown” and so depicted him in 

manipulated photo art.  A list of quotations on p. 36 of the issue underscored the then-dictator’s frustrations 

with the new Libyan opposition: “No demonstrations at all in the streets. Have you seen . . . 

demonstrations?”  As evidence of demonstrations became insurmountable, Qaddafi asked: “Are they 

supporting us?” After some days came other Col. Qaddafi classics: “They love me, all my people with me” 

and “No one against us! Against me for what?” Inspire says history will record the Libyan clown as “the 

most lunatic” for all his “contradictions, beating about the bush, hilarious conspiracy theories, and pure 

stupidity.”  

   U.S. statesmen—named and with photos--were also mocked in issue 5, however--for supporting the 

Libyan regime.  Ironically, the Qaddafi government had come to cooperate on counterterrorism against 

Islamists.  While the Colonel could be found warning that protesters “listen to jihadi radios,” France and 

NATO partners were listening to and tending towards the Libyan opposition.  Qaddafi was killed in Oct. 

2011.  
5 Issue 5 (Spring 2011) at p. 55 offers an artsy computer-style graphic listing geopolitical “targets” who 

have fallen or are threatened with deposition.  
6 Inspire, issue 15 (Spring 2016), 8-11; the cover story is on “Professional Assassinations.”  
7 Chomsky, an MIT linguist, writes books related to terrorism that sell widely abroad.  Rees, on the other 

hand, does field research, which shows in his portraits of terrorist groups, as in Dining With Terrorists 

(London: Pan Books, 2005). Rees’ picture and words appear in such issues of Inspire as 4 (Winter 2010) 

and 5 (Spring 2011).  In issue 6, at p. 9, Rees is quoted by Inspire about Bin Laden’s death: “He’ll be 

regarded as a martyr. And in fact it may spur people on in that sense.”7  Generally it did not. The larger 

point is that, characteristically, Inspire editors cite and use this sort of critic of counterterrorism--as well as 

citing other westerners known for criticizing Islamism and sub-state terrorists. It catches attention, and it 

feigns “openness.”    
8 An issue 5 (Spring 2011) example is the full page at 68.  
9 The text of several dozen lines was found by the invaluable SITE Intelligence Group and the chant 

appeared in full on the website of Reuters, Dec. 8, 2015.  Sample verses include: “We only abide by/The 

Quran and the Sunnah/No power/Can stop our progress/To fight in God’s way/Is the great Allah’s 

command/Take up weapons to fight…”  This is another example of where militant literature is often silent 
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on what many Muslims call “the greater jihad” of personal struggle for the soul, while exhorting the 

faithful only towards what some call “the lesser jihad,” seizing weapons and fighting.  
10 In this line, the subject-verb error is original to the poet. 
11 "The Martyrdom of Shaykh Usama," Inspire, issue 6 (Summer 2011), 7-8. 
12 lbid, 3. 
13 "Shuhada’ Exclusive," Inspire, issue 6 (Summer 2011), 15. 

An example of beautiful artwork in Inspire unreliant upon depiction of violence closes out issue 5 (Spring 

2011).   Photo art via telephoto lens shows, from behind, a mass of human beings walking (as we learn, 

towards Jerusalem).  An exquisite black and white full page photo of scores of civilian (unarmed) men 

moving down a road bears a simple sub-script in white capitals: “AL-AQSA: THE MARCH IS ON.” 
14 Some Muslims and non-Muslims alike oppose evidence that religion inspires certain modern terrorist 

acts.  But perpetrators boast of their motives.  And neither “western ignorance” nor “Islamophobia” can 

explain the many cases in which the terrorists separate or question their hostages.  This occurred at the 

Radisson Blu hotel in Mali in Nov. 2015; victims were queried about their religion, with those passing as 

“Muslim” being set free.  At the Westgate Mall in Nairobi in 2013, gunmen demanded to hear Koranic 

verses from some hostages, shooting those who could not cite any.   
15 Ayman al Zawahiri, an Egyptian physician, was for years the no. 2 officer in Al Qaeda and has formally 

led the group since bin Laden’s death in May 2011.  In mid-Sept., 2013, his “General Guidelines for Jihad” 

reached the American public, via SITE intelligence group, which specializes in finding and translating key 

documents by extremists and terrorists. 
16 These verb choices are not overstatements, as anyone may see by reading the full text of ISIS spokesman 

Al Adnani’s address “Indeed Your Lord is Ever Watchful,” released on Sept. 22, 2014.  

   ISIS has published stiff critiques of Al Qaeda, or affiliates, and yet issue 7 (Feb. 2015) of its magazine 

Dabiq offers four different encomiums to Osama Bin Laden, “the reviver of the era.”  
17 Issue 4 (Winter 2010), 21.  Issue 8 (Fall 2011) has another such article, by Anwar al Awlaki: “Targeting 

the Populations of Countries that are at War with the Muslims,” 40-47.  
18 Yahya Ibrahim’s contribution, beginning on p. 12, takes a military angle, arguing that the damage is 

unprecedented: “The Greatest Special Operation of all Time.” First, he says, 19 people had never before 

killed 3,000.  Second, the greatest symbols of American power—the New York economy and the military 

headquarters in the Pentagon—were wrecked.  Third, the economic damage cost “between four to six 

trillion dollars.”  Fourth, the boldness of the 9/11 action seized the strategic initiative and set the tone for a 

decade—a proposition the editors set up in earlier pages by quoting American experts who feel we have 

“lost” the decade since 9/11. 
19 The many places Al Qaeda claims 9/11 as its own action include  interview with a Sudanese who knew 

Bin Laden well, Abu-Khubeyh As-Sudani, in issue 15 of Inspire (May 2016), 58.  
20 Osama Bin Laden has pieces in Inspire, but the better start through his work [as indicated in my booklist 

for the “Terrorism” section of Military History listings in Oxford Bibliographies (2014)], is the collected 

Messages to the World: The Statements of Osama Bin Laden, ed. Bruce Lawrence, trans. James Howarth 

(London: Verso, 2005).  There are also documents and letters from his home in Pakistan, recovered in 2011. 
21 Favorable references to a new state or caliphate as the Al Qaeda objective occur in issue 4 at page 21.  

Issue 6 (Summer 2011) declares the reach of the new transnational entity will be “from China in the East to 

Andalusia in the West; indeed beyond that according to capability until the land of the kuffar are conquered” 

(33).  Many relevant passages do not use the word “caliphate” but do evince the dream of a Sharia-based 

state, where “the law of Allah…is the sole valid law as He says: ‘The rule is for Allah alone;’” Issue 6 

(Summer 2011), 49.  See also issue 15 (May 2016), 17, 19.  
22  Harmon, “Al Qaida’s War with the United Nations and the State System,” ch. 2 in Al Qaida After Ten 

Years of War: A Global Perspective of Successes, Failures, and Prospects ed. Norman Cigar and Stephanie 

E. Kramer (Quantico, VA: Marine Corps University Press, 2011), 15-34. 
23 Inspire, issue 5 (Spring 2011), twice on p. 16. 
24 Scott Shane, Objective Troy: A Terrorist, A President, and the Rise of the Drone (New York: Tim 

Duggan Books, 2015), 260.  
25 One page displaying both dimensions of the media strategy is at 23 of Inspire issue 9 (Winter 2012), 

where “the most important enemy targets aimed at by the individual jihad” are listed by Abu Musab al Suri, 

the Islamist military theorist.  See our earlier chapter on this theorist’s book.    
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26 An example is Inspire issue 4 (Winter 2010), with its appeal on 44-46.  
27 “Guidelines,” op. cit. 
28 In the 1990s an exception was the way Irish Republican Army Provisionals boastfully posted statistics 

estimating economic damage done by each massive bomb in the U.K.  See our chapter on the newspaper 

The Irish People.  
29 Intrigued by “a return of economic warfare” in contemporary terrorist thinking, I thought lectures on it 

appropriate in the post-2001 period.  For example, Gene Poteat was a host at the Association of Former 

Intelligence Officers, in Baltimore.    
30 The American Weathermen, an organization that devolved from the SDS student movement, sent 

representatives to Cuba.  They knew how Fidel Castro’s first attempt to invade his homeland from a foreign 

base and defeat a unit of the Cuban Army failed, yet the future dictator re-branded this guerrilla war effort 

as a dramatic signal to resist.  This spirit permeated and protected the Weathermen as they suffered their 

own defeats at the hands of police.  As one leader said at a Weathermen rally in Chicago, “We don’t really 

have to win here… Just the fact that we’re willing to fight the police is a political victory.” Quoted by Mark 

Rudd, Underground: My Life with SDS and the Weathermen (New York: HarperCollins, 2009), 178, 180.   
31 Why did An Awlaki leave the U.S.?  Published reports have since exposed the cleric’s visits to 

prostitutes.  In that American phase of his life as an imam, what the FBI could observe were assignations, 

not assassinations.  Tipped to the surveillance, he must have chosen to re-start his career abroad, going to 

London and then settling in Yemen.  
32 The USS Cole bombing may be an example from AQAP’s viewpoint, as are the 1998 East Africa 

embassy bombings; both were phenomenally costly in economic terms, as well as in human lives.  Certain 

of the other offerings in this poster are less impressive; p. 43 of issue 14.  
33 “Analyzing the Impact of Muslims Targeting the Qurayshi Economy,” etc. , Inspire, issue 15 (May 

2016).   
34 A “Bin Laden’s Bookshelf” list was released mid-2015 by the Office of the Director of National 

Intelligence of the U.S.  The Al Qaeda founder’s reading shelves included reports by the Jamestown 

Foundation and other good materials by such security studies experts as Jeffrey Record, James Phillips, and 

Michael Scheuer.    
35 See the editorial against French military involvement in North Africa in issue 10 (Spring 2013), and note 

the Al Qaeda attack on a western hotel in Bamako, Mali, Nov. 2015.  
36 Inspire ridiculed the French campaign in Mali with a two-page story, “France, the Imbecile Invader” in 

issue 10 (Spring 2013).  
37 ISIS does not publish a strategy for economic warfare, so far as I know.  But its attacks in Paris in 

November 2015 from a base in Belgium had strong temporary effects on economics, security, and citizens’ 

fears in Belgium.  
38 Issue 3 (Nov. 2010). 
39 Issue 6, 40-45. 
40 “The Dust Will Never Settle Down,” issue 1 of Inspire (June 2010), 21-25.  Rushdie, on whose head 

there is still an Iranian price, lives in New York and published a new book in 2016.  Other names on the hit 

list include Ayaan Hirsi Ali, infamous to militants for being a female Moslem outspoken against terrorism 

and the “branding” of moderates as apostates.   
41 Living targets are named and portrayed in issue 10 (Spring 2013), issue 13 (Winter 2014), and issue 14 

(Summer 2015).   
42 The poster appeared in issue 10 at p. 15; re-use of the “Wanted” poster after a named person’s murder is 

in issue 14 at pp. 38-40.  Issue 14 trumpets other new cases of assassinations at the hands of self-declared 

“jihadis,” especially in Bangladesh where critics of fundamentalist excess were killed during 2015.  
43 P. 14 of issue 6 (Summer 2011).  
44 See issue 14 (Summer 2015), 30-31 on the fate of Jean Baptiste Kleiber.  
45 The p. 24 text in Inspire (Winter 2010) is well-written.  On the phenomenon of female terrorists, see the 

essay by Drs. Harmon and Paula Holmes-Eber in Combating Terrorism Exchange (Nov. 2014).  A good  

short article, exploring the newest cases, is “Terrorism Gender Stereotypes Can Kill,” Dr. James Robbins, 

USA Today, Dec. 7, 2015.   
46 Issue 11 (Spring 2013), 24-25.  
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47 Issue 15, 36-39.  A graphic charts a dozen actions of Oct. 2015 through March 2016 in the “ongoing 

knife revolution.”   
48 One of many examples is “The Central Issue” by editor Samir Khan; issue 4 (Winter 2010), 12-16.  
49 Issue 7 (Fall 2011), 10. 
50 One long-respected public servant in the terrorism field, Charles Allen, an intelligence  manager and later 

intelligence chief at the Dept. of Homeland Security.  In Oct. 2008 he spoke publicly about this influence of 

the radical preacher over three of the 9/11 perpetrators; Shane, Objective Troy, 180.   
51 Shane, Objective Troy, 9-11.  
52 Issue 1 (Summer 2010), p. 5.  
53 “Muslim Prisoners” deemed worthy of release are manifested in similar lists in issues 3 and 4 of Inspire. 

They include such plotters as the “Toronto 18” who accumulated three tons of ammonium nitrates towards 

bombings of the Toronto Stock Exchange and Parliament Hill.  Given our themes in The Terrorist 

Argument, it is noteworthy that Al Qaeda also lists “Brother Babar Ahmed,” who U.S. prosecutors say 

helped pioneer “jihad” on the world wide web. After a long unsuccessful fight against extradition to the 

U.S., he was convicted on American charges relating to material and rhetorical support to Islamist 

terrorism; The Telegraph, July 20, 2014.  He has since been released.        
54 Issue 12 (Spring 2014), 4.  The magazine section, “Jihad Talk,” displays the usual catchall sort of 

collection of witnesses: terrorist Adam Gadahn (an American and Al Qaeda media expert, later killed); Rep. 

Tom Cotton (U.S. House); Dr. Cornel West (prominent African-American professor and commentator on 

race); and Robert Mueller (FBI Director for 12 years).  Barrack Obama is quoted regretting that we live in 

“a world in which a bomb could be built in a basement”—a fact that Inspire was created to emphasize.     
55 Ibrahim al Asiri was a well-known Saudi bomb maker.  Al Awlaki made the liaison between the two men, 

reports Shane in Objective Troy, 13-14; 216-217; 219.      
56 New York Times, April 16, 2012.  
57 The Guardian, Nov. 3, 2010, reporting text of a police interview conducted by Simon Dobinson and 

Syed Hussain.  Not unlike the medieval Shia of the cultish “Assassins,” Ms. Choudhry sank her blade into 

the victim and did not worry about flight or capture, telling police “I stabbed Stephen Timms.”    
58 Washington Post, Dec. 29, 2010.   
59 Since visiting Bangladesh for a terrorism conference in 2002 I have been pleased by the way tens of 

millions of Muslims there have resisted the siren calls of violent Islamists.  But two American observers 

who visited there in April 2016 advise that many Bangladeshi universities have become home to Islamist 

cells.  And indeed, some troubles have followed in the country.   
60 The purchase of multiple weapons by a buyer seemingly ignorant about their use and the suspect’s 

demeanor made the gun shop staff telephone in a warning—a case of citizens on the alert leading directly 

to an arrest.  The 18 pounds of sugar, six pounds of smokeless powder and other materials made his 

methodology seem “straight out of Inspire (a terrorist magazine) and an Al Qaeda explosives manual;” Fox 

News, July 28, 2011.   
61 That long feature story is by “Shaykh Anwar” himself; the short tribute to “hero” Abdo” is atop p. 8.  

Abdo is apparently a Caucasian male and had been an Army private serving in Kentucky but he went 

absent-without-leave to supply himself for a future attack in Texas.   
62 New York Times, Nov. 21, 2011.  The Jose Pimentel case, largely forgotten, is one of many Islamist plots 

against New York City targets during the last quarter-century.  The Pimentel and Abdo cases are not 

indexed in a book that was of help in assembling this list of Anwar al Awlaki-connected crimes: Scott 

Shane’s Operation Troy.  
63 Media accounts sourced to law enforcement linked the pressure cooker recipe to Inspire magazine.  An 

expert witness for later court proceedings in Boston confirmed that the younger brother’s computer stored 

some 2000 pp. of “jihadi” material, including Inspire.    
64 It also emerged that one of the Tsarnaev brothers who bombed the Boston marathon had praised (on 

Twitter) a lecture series by Mr. An Awlaki called “The Hereafter.”  While exploring the Islamic concept of 

paradise, these lectures have aided self-proclaimed “jihadis” to “come to terms with their own deaths, thus 

helping them prepare for attacks,” according to one expert at King’s College London, A. Meleagrou-

Hitchens; New York Times, Dec. 20, 2015.   
65 Shane, Operation Troy, 317.  
66 New York Times, Dec. 20, 2015, article by Scott Shane.  
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67 From the Inspire magazine section “Hear the World,” issue 15 (May 2016), 10.  
68 Issue 5 (Spring 2011), 5.  
69 Issue 6 (Summer 2011), 3. 
70 Dr. Norman Cigar, a scholar with a lifetime in the study of the Middle East, alerted me to his sense of 

this new pattern in Saudis’ activities when discussing the roles of women in Islamist terrorism.  Interview 

at Marine Corps University, Quantico, VA, 2013.   

   Eminent military historian Williamson Murray has also communicated a conviction that Saudi Arabian 

money and influence may be creating “an army of true believers which will provide untold numbers of 

recruits for the likes of Al Qaeda and ISIS and other organizations.  It could lead to a never-ending terrorist 

war that eventually explodes into Sam Huntington’s true Clash of Civilizations.” Manuscript review of 

May 2016.  
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